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Programme

• Our COIL – Gender & the Home in the course KULT3308 Norway as a 
gender equality country. History, culture and knowledge

• Integrating the COIL method

• The practicalities of global learning

• Reflections: organisers’ experiences

• Reflections: students’ experiences

• Global learning – is it worth it? 



Why do we need global learning 
experiences?

• Because they are engaging and fun for students: ”makes learning real” 
(O’Dowd 2021)

• Strengthen international partnerships

• Enhance students’ sense of identity, community, ethics, and 
perspective-taking

• Analyze and explore complex global challenges

• Collaborate respectfully with diverse others

• Global learning should enhance students’ sense of identity, 
community, ethics, and perspective-taking



What is COIL? (and what it’s not)

Source: “Connecting Classrooms: Using Online Technology to Deliver Global Learning,” Internationalization in Action, American 
Council on Education (2017).

COIL is not: COIL is:

•A replacement for study abroad
•A Massive Open Online Course 
(MOOC) or online course
•A curriculum
•Teleconferencing
•A specific technology, software, 
platform or tool
•Necessarily between two 
different countries

•Team teaching across two or more 
cultures using online communication tools
•Structured so that students in each class 
depend upon their partner students
•Customized to fit the mission, culture, and 
learning outcomes of each course and 
institution
•Applicable to any discipline
•Connects classrooms from different parts 
of the globe

https://www.acenet.edu/Documents/Connecting-Classrooms-Using-Online-Technology-to-Deliver-Global-Learning.pdf
https://www.acenet.edu/Programs-Services/Pages/Professional-Learning/VE-COIL-Transformation-Lab.aspx
https://www.acenet.edu/Programs-Services/Pages/Professional-Learning/VE-COIL-Transformation-Lab.aspx


Taskcards: Your experiences with global learning

Share your experiences in the
Taskcards here:



Our COIL’s background

• From INTPART to UTFORSK: research to education-focused

• Strengthen collaboration with Ochanomizu University (Tokyo)

• UTFORSK: most support for physical mobility

• Expectation for ‘joint curricular activities’

• COIL allows bypassing of rigid administrative procedures

• No new course creation, COIL is embedded in already existing courses.

• Pilot: March-June 2022 COIL Institute co-organized by AAC&U and HK-
Dir

• Institutional transformation lens: course coordinator track, learning 
technology specialist, administrator track.

https://www.aacu.org/initiatives/virtual-exchange-collaborative-online-international-learning/norwegian-panorama-virtual-exchange-coil-partnerships
https://www.aacu.org/initiatives/virtual-exchange-collaborative-online-international-learning/norwegian-panorama-virtual-exchange-coil-partnerships


First step: finding shared learning objectives

• KULT 3308 Norge som likestillingsland. Historie, kultur og 
kunnskap

• Understand that gender equality is structured differently across 
cultures.

• Understand Norway’s position globally in the pursuit of the SDGs.
• Sees own culture as an object of study rather than taking it for 

granted as the ‘norm’.
• 6 weeks traditional lecture format in Norwegian // 6 weeks COIL 

project-based learning.



COIL discussion board



Technical challenges in the COIL

Challenges:
• Time zones
• Language abilities varied
• Digital tools:

i. data privacy
ii. access for students

• Learning technology specialist 
has to be “on call”

• Zoom room for presentations



Technical solutions in the COIL

Solutions:

• Few synchronous activities

• Videos with subtitles

• Open platform, accessible for 
all students

• Simple and logical lesson 
design



Reflections: organisers’ experiences

Flexible enough to allow a department or study program to decide how they 
want to do internationalization

Flexible enough that the international doesn’t take away from the local – it 
complements it (Norwegian language concerns).

Prepares students for physical mobility.

Active pedagogy: teacher in a facilitator, advisory role on projects.

Works best in the context of strong existing collaboration between course 
coordinators.



View-point: student experiences

• Ambitious, difficult, but worth it
i. “Hey, we actually pulled this off!”

ii. “I liked challenging myself ”

iii. Certificate/badge is important

• Communication difficulties
i. Some groups did the whole project via chat (!)

ii. Slow communication due to time difference

• Student reflections
i. It was a lot of work

ii. Requires ‘mode’ change from lecture format



Ochanomizu student perspectives

• Deeply valued the opportunity to engage in collective 
thinking about global problems

i. ”Our thinking is limitations in local classrooms where we 
have similar thinking”

ii. “I could not have thought of this by myself”
• More than an education experience: “I made good friends”

i. Students began communicating outside the COIL for fun
ii. Stimulated curiosity about Norway.



NTNU student perspectives

• Prevailing understanding that international collaboration 
should be ‘cozy’ and ‘fun’ 

- In reality, it was multi-dimensional: challenging, rewarding, required 
problem solving.

• Becoming a collective
- “We became a group” 

• Still work to be done on critical perspectives
- “I learned to question my assumptions”



Is it worth it? 
• Stengthened UTFORSK project

- UTFORSK physical mobility led to virtual mobility
- Virtual mobility led to physical mobility

• All students gain access to global learning, not just lucky few

• Readiness & relevance: takes very explicit preparation of students
- Shift to active pedagogy difficult, lectures more comfortable.

• Without institutional global learning strategy, lack of recognition for teachers

• Involving students in our international research collaborations is exciting

• Can use COIL training as basis for meriterte application

• COIL did significantly increase student learning and engagement but it is a lot 
of work. With proper recognition and investment in learning technology, it has 
great potential.

• Questions?
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